Record poaching pushes rhinos towards extinction
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Rhino poaching reached record levels last year in South Africa, having escalated for five years in a row. On current trends, deaths could soon outnumber births, causing the population to crash.

South Africa is home to 80 per cent of Africa's rhinos, but 1004 animals were killed there last year, compared with 668 in 2012, according to the South African Department of Environmental Affairs. No more than 36 were killed each year between 1990 and 2007, but poaching has increased exponentially since 2008. Other countries with rhinos have seen similar increases.

The poaching escalation brings South Africa's white rhino population ever closer to a tipping point where deaths will outnumber births, says Tom Milliken of TRAFFIC in Cambridge, UK.

The trade has mushroomed despite the introduction of tougher anti-poaching measures in South Africa, including more rangers and drone aircraft.

Supply and demand

Conservationists blame soaring demand in China and especially Vietnam, where rhino horn has become a highly prized status symbol and valued gift, as revealed in a recent TRAFFIC report.

South Africa's tough stance is also being undermined by lax enforcement in neighbouring Mozambique, which serves as a conduit for illegal rhino material to the Far East. In Mozambique, people who steal chickens receive worse penalties than poachers caught with illegal rhino horn, according to Mike Knight of the African Rhino Specialist Group of the International Union for Conservation of Nature in Port Elizabeth, South Africa.

"South Africa and Mozambique must decisively up their game if they hope to stop this blatant robbery of southern Africa's natural heritage," said Milliken.

As well as tougher enforcement, reducing demand is crucial. "We must put pressure on the countries that are creating demand, especially Vietnam and China," says Knight.

Earlier this month, $350,000 was raised for rhino conservation by auctioning off the right to kill a specific rhino. Knight says that if conservation groups hadn't complained about the auction, it would have raised $1 million.